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Musical Cones – Dribbling, Ball Control 
 

 
 
Instructions: Coaches will drop cones randomly around the play area. Ideally 
start with more cones than players. Each player will have a ball at their feet and 
will dribble around. After 30s, coach calls GO! And players must dribble as fast as 
they can to a cone and put their foot on top of the ball. If multiple players get to a 
cone at the same time, first one to put their foot on top of the ball wins. 

After each round, remove 2 cones. Players who fail to find a cone, must do toe 
taps, in-betweens, or something creative. 

 
Coaching Points: Focus on quick turns, loud call for the ball, instant pressure 
from defender.
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Skil Boxes + Defenders – Touches, Dribbling, Defending 
 

 
 

Instructions: Red is Defense. Blue is Offense. Red Team plays defense and 
tries to prevent Blue Team from getting points. The way Blue Team gets points is if 
they can dribble the ball into a box and do as many touches on the ball as possible 
and exit the box without losing it to a Defender. Each player counts how many 
points they get and those are added up at the end for the team’s total score. 

After each round, teams switch and see who can get the most points. 

 
Coaching Points: Encourage players to do their touches without looking at the 
ball the entire time. 
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Finish with a scrimmage.  
 

Instructions: All our scrimmages will be games like. 15min halves with a 2min 
break. After the half, we will switch sides (like we would in a real game). 

 
Coaching Points: Encourage your players to stay spread out, to pass, 
communicate, and work as a team.  
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